
Robert Smith
Lead Photographer

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

To work for an organization that provides a creative environment that nurtures both personal 
growth and professional development. Using this to construct a balance of expressive 
photography, while constantly pushing innovation to further improve efficiencies.

SKILLS

Canon Camera Systems, Nikon Camera Systems.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Photographer
ABC Corporation  1997 – 2012 
 Responsible for Photograph customer merchandise, using high-end digital photography 

techniques for both on and off figure projects.
 Coordinates photo shoots that span multiple locations as well as multiple studios 

simultaneously.
 Ability to follows customer supplied art direction - as well as working with out direction.
 Responsible for daily operations of studio, setting schedule, managing labor, and ordering all 

photo studio equipment.
 Creates and implements work flows.
 Receives and tracks of customer merchandise via barcode scanning.
 Builds and operates Manual 360 degree photo tables to rotate large objects.

Lead Photographer
Delta Corporation   –  
 Responsible for daily set up of monitors and computers Took photographs of guest along the 

Ocoee river Responsible for getting photo card back to .
 Responsible for daily set up of monitors and computers Took photographs of guest along the 

Ocoee river Responsible for getting photo card back to .
 Acted as lead photographer for both the Mid-Atlantic 500 and South Jersey Shark 

Tournaments.
 Worked with various sponsors during tournaments on advertising and public relations.
 Staff training.
 Photography, Studio Management.
 Working closely with art director taking product photographs Creating and ensuring high level 

of consistency in lifestyle, social media, and product .

EDUCATION

BACHELOR in CarpetOne - (UNIVERSITY OF UTAH)
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